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7 / !3i1*s3t approach
In o tier words, the existentialists 1% i1xiuziq today is the approach which ftj
says,
A$Yi/ Well, all our wnderful plans are failing. Let's get ________ out of

j,6.SO) Let's ti'iir get great rcg tragic txf pleasure out

of scene _. Of course, that ends up with 4 the thought,

Eat and drink and be merry, for tomorrow we dim. That's what eventually leads

to. Mr. Mackey? I think personally that is a great mistake. I had people

often say to me in What do you think I should major? Do you think

I should major in philosophy? I always say, I recommend history, literature,

languages, something that is objective, something that deals with facts. That

will give you a background for seminary work,and will be very valuable. I

would say that a little philosophy is a very valuable thing, but the amount

to major in for the average student, I don't think it's irxrthwile, Lad I talk

with the people in Christian colleges who said to me, 9($Ø Show me where I wzbU on
a

find/god professor of philosophy. We need a first-calss philsophy.

I've always said, it is the hardest job% in a Christian college to fill for this

reason: That philosophy is p at thought, because philosophy is an attempt to

explain the universe on the basis of human thinking. And you can't explain the
of the

universe. Phil&sophy need not/account the only source of expl4nation of the

universe, that is,the revelation fx that God has given us. Therefore, it per se

canot lead to a corBect result, and so a teacher of Christian philosophy,

Christian teacher of philosophy, has as his primary task going through the

attempt of %$ people who did not believe the Bible to explain the universe and

showing their thoughts. Well, that's (1i600 It's very useful

to go through and show how their thoughts are, but it's ry hard to really
in or falsehood

drill a person giving his light to studying false thoughts to show it's false(?)

And therefore, if you want to get a professor of philosophy for a Christia
either jp4L/

j college, your tendency is/to have a man whr, is really interested in theology, he

is interested %1 because theology is what God has given, he is interested in )that,

\and his teaching of philosophy is simply a side issue with him, simply trying to
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